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Introduction
This project involves excavation for a development for proposed four story residential building
at 8 Delanson Circle in Wellesley, MA. The challenge in this project is design of a practical
Blast Plan that affords the degree of control necessary for the setting. The design must be
appropriate for the environment. The Controlled Blast Plan must take into consideration the
human and structural response presented by the required rock excavation. Geotechnical
information has identified ledge excavation will be required to meet subgrade in the building,
landscaping and utilities.
Safety must be the priority during all phases of blasting operations.
Details of tools, products, procedures, and process, including Industry and Regulatory guidelines
have been included in this plan. Elements included in this plan have been successfully employed
in densely populated, vibration and/or environmentally sensitive, research, manufacturing,
academic, historic and medical settings.

Pre-Blast Surveys / Notifications / Communication
In Massachusetts, the standard prescribed by 527 CMR1: 65.9.15 requires all buildings and
structures (not controlled by the project) within 250 ft. of the closest bore hole, be surveyed to
document their existing condition.
Surveys will be offered to owners / occupants of structures within 250 ft of the blasting. Surveys
will be conducted and documented as provided in 527 CMR 1 65.9.15. A test blast location plan
with a 250 ft pre-blast survey radius delineation is provided in the blast plan annex.
Neighbors providing contact information (email / phone) who request daily notification will be
notified of blasting events. An informational document entitled “Facts About Blasting for
Massachusetts Property Owners” has been developed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Fire Services. It delineates key regulation and answers common questions about
blasting. A positive public relationship is essential to the successful build of any project. It is
understood that good relationships are fostered by communication and trust. This is especially
true when a project involves blasting.

Blast Monitoring
All blasts will be monitored by a Monitoring Operator who has been properly trained in the setup
and use of seismic monitoring equipment. 527 CMR 1 65.9.14.4.3 requires all blasting
operations to be monitored. 527 CMR 1 65.9.14.4. requires the seismograph to be placed at the
nearest structure. For this project up to two (3) seismographs will be utilized.
 The primary monitoring device will be located at the nearest inhabited building or
structure adjacent to the blast area that is not owned, leased or controlled by the blasting
operation (CMR1: 65.9.14.4).
 A second and third seismograph shall be located at another structure mutually agreed
upon by the Blaster and the Head of the Fire Department.

Prior to commencement of blasting operations, permission to monitor will be sought from the
home / facilities owner or representative. If access should be denied, as required by CMR1:
65.9.14.4.1. The AHJ will be notified, and an alternate accessible location on public or controlled
property will be selected. To represent the ground and air response at the identified structure, the
chosen location should best match the distance and direction to the structure. Placement, set-up
and use of monitoring equipment will be as specified by the manufacturer and delineated in the
2015 ISEE Field Practice Guidelines for Blasting Seismographs (Guidelines provided in annex).
These Guidelines (referenced in CMR1: 65 NFPA 495 11.1.4) were developed by a Standards
Committee comprised of seismograph manufacturers, researchers, regulatory personnel and
seismograph users. As stated in the opening page of the document. “The goal of the Field
Practice Guidelines for Blasting Seismographs is to develop uniform and technically appropriate
standards for seismograph performance. The intent is to improve accuracy and consistency in
ground vibration and air wave measurement”. The above paragraph concludes with the
statement, “Seismograph performance is affected by how the seismograph is built and how it is
placed in the field”. In Part II, Ground Vibration Monitoring, particular emphasis is given to two
critical factors: placement and coupling. The sensor must be placed within 10 ft of the structure,
in undisturbed or soil matching sensor density. The sensor must couple effectively to the earth.
Acceleration level and soil medium affect proper coupling. The guidelines spell out stepped
levels of installation measures required to insure coupling. Collection of accurate data is not only
expected from a compliance perspective but is instrumental in accurate evaluation of design
performance. Post event, ground and air response data must be analyzed along with other shot
performance indicators allowing blast design to be a dynamic process of design refinement.
Monitoring equipment must meet the ISEE performance Standards. (Find performance
specifications in the annex).

Sequence of Blasting
All blasting operations will be strictly coordinated with project management, construction site
supervision and local AHJ. Emphasis will be on the safe and efficient fragmentation of the rock
on this project without impact to the environment or surrounding structures. The initial Test
Blast will be located on the northern portion of the site where the rock is the shallowest (refer to
Test Blast Plan in the Annex). This location will enable the operation to determine ground
transmission characteristics in a shallow cut area affording opportunity to refine design as the
work approach the deeper rock cuts. From there we will work in a southerly direction developing
a working face from east to west. We anticipate one to two blast events per day for a duration of
20 – 25 working days. Experience has shown advantage to incorporating the following elements
into our design strategy:

1. Linear energy dissipation over a long working face (spatial distribution)
2. Relief encouraged by shallow depth to width ratio design
3. Air response and shot cast suppression by deliberate muck pile confinement of
face
4. Face confinement compensated by lateral and if required vertical delay
sequencing
5. Matting access enhanced by limiting shot depth to excavator reach. Reach
maximized by mat placement from graded shot rock of the previous shot.

Hours of Operations
 Drilling and Blasting operations shall coincide with project construction work hours,
Monday through Friday.
 Blast events will be scheduled between the hours of 9:00 am and 4:00 pm.
 Blasting cannot be conducted at times different from those announced in the blasting
schedule except in emergency situations, such as electrical storms or public safety
required unscheduled detonation.

Scheduling
By law, the blaster must limit his blast site access to personnel necessary to the drilling and
blasting operation. He will need cooperation from other entities competing for the same
footprint. Cost effective site management has recognized a value in dollars and overall schedule
by planning and executing required blasting in advance of other competing construction
activities. Specifications for green concrete in a blast area will often have a dramatic effect on
productivity of both blasting and concrete work. The need to minimize the disruption of onsite or
offsite activities by blast events must be balanced with the need to minimize the overall duration
of disruption caused by the blast project. Safety must always take precedence over convenience.
Our experience has shown a single blast event at a regularly scheduled time, provides the most
manageable schedule for all involved. This is accomplished by incorporating a full day’s work
into a single blast event, at the end of the day (within the allowed window for blasting).
However circumstances may present (proximity to structure and applicable limits) that will scale
event size making a single blast event impractical. For example, if the limits of blast design, on
average incorporated only 25% of one day’s work, a single daily blast event would increase the
duration of the blast project by a factor of four. The required ledge excavation; vibration limits
and proximity to structure will dictate a conservative shot design that may require up to three
blast event windows per day.
Some Rules of Thumb:
 Minimize blast events to the degree practical.
 If possible, seek event windows of mutual convenience (within technically achievable
limits).
 Inflexible scheduling is invariably achieved at the expense of safety.

 Communicate. Establish representatives to coordinate blast event notification. Minimize
links in chain of communication. Establish K.I.S.S. protocol. The blaster in charge
should be focused on the safe execution of the blast plan and not wholly absorbed in a
complicated notification sequence.

When the Blaster in Charge or the AHJ determines that the blast area security perimeter will
include a roadway, pedestrian and vehicular traffic will be briefly interrupted for the event. The
secured period will be similar to a traffic light sequence. Management will be coordinated with
local AHJ.

Shot Cast Control
Matting, delay sequencing, backfill and berming will be used to control excessive amounts of
rock movement. Shot rock will be used to construct a matting access platform that functions as a
stable surface to safely and precisely place mats. The platform also serves to both contain
horizontal displacement and as a footing support mats draped on grades. Placement and density
of mats are based on existing / designed relief, berming and proximity to protected structure.
Placement and density based on these metrics are determined by the blaster. Mats will be placed
so as to protect all people and structures on, or surrounding the blast site and property. Heavy
duty cabled rubber tire type blasting mats will be utilized on this project and will be
approximately 12' x 24' in size; Rubber mat @ 12' x 24’ 38 lbs. / sf. = 10,944 lbs (Dynamat data
sheet can be found in the annex).

Blast Area Security, Warning Signs & Signals
The Blaster in Charge along with site management will develop a written Site Security Plan
identifying as a minimum the blast area, equipment requiring removal, blast area access points,
sentry locations and designated “safe area(s)”. Blast Area and Blast Signal Code signs will be
posted per CMR 1, 65.9.8.4.1 requirements. Areas in which charged holes are awaiting firing
shall be guarded, barricaded and posted, or flagged against unauthorized entry.
Each blast will be preceded by a security check of the affected area and then a series of warning
signals. Communications will be made with job site management, local authority and neighbors
as required to ensure the safest possible Blast Operations. All personnel in the vicinity closest to
the blast area will be warned. A sign displaying the warning signal sequence will be
conspicuously posted at the project. CMR1 requires the signal be audible at a distance of 250ft
from blast site.
The warning signal sequence will be:
3 Audible Signal Pulses - 5 Minutes to Blast
2 Audible Signal Pulses - 1 Minute to Blast
1 Audible Signal pulse - All Clear
The blast site will be examined by the blaster prior to the all-clear signal to determine that it is
safe to resume work. No blast will be fired until the area has been secured and determined safe.

Blaster Qualifications and Training
The “Blaster in Charge” on this job will be licensed in the State of MA and have received
training in the safe use and handling of explosives. All employees handling explosives will have
been granted Employee Possessor Clearance from the DOJ BATFE. All employees transporting
explosives will have been granted an HME with USDHS TSA clearance. Blasters will have
received training and be familiar with MSHA/OSHA Regulations, State Regulations, and Federal
Regulations regarding construction site safety, including transportation, use, and handling of
explosive materials. Prior to the commencement of initial work, an in depth, site specific, a Job
Hazard Analysis will be developed by project and site management and thoroughly considered
with all crew members. Daily site specific Safety Meetings are to be held on site by the job
foreman. Contractor input and participation is encouraged. Safety Meeting records are retained
by the Blasting Contractor.
Blaster training includes a formal program dedicated to the I.M.E. “Blasting; Best Practices”
guidance document for the protection of surface and groundwater.

Licenses and Permits and Insurance
Maine Drilling and Blasting will provide all required documentation to the Wellesley Fire
Department AHJ, fully substantiating the license, insurance and bonding requirements for the
transportation, use, and handling of explosives have been met.

Safe Limits for Ground and Air Response
Safe limits that have been adopted by industry and regulatory body alike were developed from
40 years of research done by US Bureau of Mines (USBM) and documented in the Bureau of
Mines Report of Investigations 8507. These limits provide frequency based protection for
sensitive construction materials (plaster) found in older and historic homes. The Safe Limit for
old plaster is 0.50 in/s (below 10 Hz). One of the authors of RI 8507 and RI 8485, Dr. Siskind,
stated 20 years later in his publication, “Vibrations from Blasting”, “Research done since RI’s
8485 and 8507 by the USBM and others has reaffirmed the conclusions from those studies even
when the authors’ intentions were to find exceptions (Siskind 1991)”. In part the USBM research
have with stood the scrutiny of time because the recommended levels produce strains less that
those generate natural and man-made forces (see attached research references for “Natural and
Human Induced Vibrations in Homes”).
The “Safe Levels” for vibration from blasting that were developed in the RI 8507 study, are
incorporated into BFPC 32A.01(C), CMR1: 65.9.1 and NFPA 495 11.2.1 (depicted below). This
compliance curve is embedded in the compliance modules of blasting seismographs.

RI 8507 APPENDIX B. -- ALTERNATE
BLASTING LEVEL CRITERIA
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Figure B-1 Safe levels of blasting vibration using a combination of velocity & displacement
In RI 8485, The Bureau of Mines built on research that had previously determined “Safe Limits”
for air response. In the Bureaus’ conclusions on page 67 of the Report the authors indicate that
the former “Safe Level” of 140 dB was “high enough to for significant annoyance” The new
recommended level was designed to provide “annoyance acceptability”. The recommended
annoyance limit from this study (incorporated into CMR1 65.9.1 NFPA 495 11.3.1) for air
response (as measured by ISEE approved blasting seismographs) is 133 dBL (.013psi) peak. This
level is less than the pressure generated by a 20 mph gust of wind and well below levels that
could be damaging. Air overpressure levels will be limited to 133dBL (.013psi). In the report,
the authors indicate a 20 mph gust can increase the pressure in the direction of the receiver 10 –
20 dB. The RI 8485 research concluded wind direction and speed have the greatest effect on air
overpressure transmission. They identified thermal inversions as the second most influential
factor. In addition to identifying natural influences, the report identifies the primary source of
overpressure as an Air Pressure Pulse generated by the expansion of rock volume in the
fragmentation process displacing the surrounding air mass. This audio is a fundamental part of
the process and cannot be appreciably reduced. However, the lack of open faces and relatively
small charge weights and volumes generated by project designs will considerably limit the APP
as compared to mine blasts. Two other sources related to confinement can be influenced by
design. Because the acoustics of any given blast are complex and are comprised of both
controllable and uncontrollable elements, it is not uncommon for overpressure histories from
well-designed “like” blasts to range 20 dB at a given receiver.

Environmental Considerations
All explosives will be handled according to the current version of the IME Best Practices

Dust control during drilling operations is facilitated through the use of integrated vacuum dust
collector and vapor systems installed by the manufacturer of the drilling equipment.
All storm water runoff and groundwater plans will be by the site contractor

Explosives
This project will utilize the NONEL® EZ DET® 1.4B Nonelectric Blast Initiation System.
Primers will utilize TROJAN SPARTAN cast boosters which provide high density, high energy
molecular explosives designed to optimize initiation of all booster sensitive explosives. The
column charge will consist of packed emulsion, BLASTEX, a booster sensitive, water resistant,
packaged emulsion explosive and/or metered emulsion.
There will be no explosives containing perchlorates used on this site at any time.
SDS (MSDS) and Technical Information data sheets for the explosive products proposed for use
on this project are provided in the annex.
All explosives will be delivered to the job site on a daily basis. There will be no overnight
storage. Only the amount of explosives required to perform the day's work will be brought to the
site. All explosives will be transported in stored in vehicular explosives storage magazines
approved and permitted by the State Fire Marshall.

Misfires
Heavy matting is often a contributing factor to the most common causes of misfires. These
include: undetected breaks; faulty signal connections and damaged or pinched signal conduit.
Physical signal connection and continuity verification and careful placement of blasting mats
reduce associaed risks. Although misfire probabilities will minimised a misfire posibiltiy cannot
be absolutely ruled out. Regulatory Guidance for the handling of misfires is provided in CMR1:
65.9.1 NFPA 495 10.5. The Technical Guidance from which it is sourced can be found in the
I.M.E. Safety Library in SLP 17. Text concerning the proper handling of misfires has been
excerpted from the most recent update to SLP 17 and is located in the annex.

Vertical Over-Break Control
Control of over break is a complex and often frustrating issue. Technology at present doesn’t
afford us the ability to laser cut a uniform and undisturbed bearing surface with explosives. It has
always been assumed over break is solely a function of over drilling and over blasting, however
consideration must be given as to the nature of the geology presented at the proposed bearing
surface. Open seams near or below sub grade design elevation and variation in strata layering
and competence will influence depth of excavation. These variations may be difficult to map. In
load bearing areas, sub-drilling will be modified if needed as directed to minimize over break to
an acceptable degree. Initial sub drilling will be 2-3 ft. Modification direction must be based on
evaluation of elevation and condition of bearing surface presented at bottom of excavation. Test
excavations should be conducted regularly if rock excavation significantly trails operations to
provide relevant data. In all cases, blast dynamics minimally require a borehole to be of adequate
depth to safely accommodate both the charge and confinement medium. Some States require that
a pre-blast analysis and design consider the fundamental geometric relationship of the blast
design. In Massachusetts for example CMR1: 65.9.8.3.1. charges the blaster with developing a
“blast design plan which establishes sound relationships between current industry standards and
the allowable limits of the effects of blasting.” These industry standards or rules of thumb are
empirical formulas developed by Dr. Ash, Dr. Bergman and others and were espoused by Joseph
Pugliese in USBM RI 8550. After the 1996 extensive rewrite of State explosives regulation, the
empirical formulas were written into the State Fire Marshall’s Training Course: “Understanding
and Regulating Explosives Using the Amended Regulation”. Page 11 of this text (please see
appendix) provides the formula and associated table for determining appropriate stiffness ratio of
shot design. The table indicates a stiffness ratio of 2 or more is desirable. A stiffness ratio of 1 or
less requires redesign of shot and specifically states “do not shoot”. The unintended
consequences of an excessive stiffness ratio (poor fragmentation, excessive ground and air
response and “fly rock”) can be significantly diminished by insuring design reflects at a
minimum that, Bh = 2B.
Where:
Bh = Bench height
B = Burden
In order that over break constraints do not drive blast design into a technically prohibitive or
unsafe direction, consideration should be given to a strategy allows some soil overburden to be
left in place undisdurbed over shallow ledge cuts to afford minimum confinement requirements.
During the stripping operations efforts should be made when possible to insure adequate
confinement depth remains above shallow rock cuts. An overburden stripping plan can be
developed from geotechnicnical data that will allow removal of overburden to rock or minimum
confinement elevation which ever is greater. This will allow for a 11 ft. hole minimum which
will support safe design.

Proposed Blast Designs
The proposed initial Test Blast is provided in the attached annex. The design has been scaled
based on proximity to the nearest structure. Charge sizes, hole depths, pattern geometry, and
detailed loading information is provided in the spreadsheet. A detailed vibration analysis of
proposed design is also factored in the proposed Blast Design. A Proposed Test Blast Location
Plan is included in the annex as well.
These designs provide a sound calculated starting point. As the work progresses design
refinements will be made as required in response to performance indicators and encountered
conditions including ground and air response, displacement control, fragmentation, floor grading
requirements, back break, and geology.

Blast Plan
Annex

Note: Red Denotes area of anticipated open rock cut.
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PRE-BLAST DESIGN and VIBRATION ANALYSIS
Wellesley Square Residences, Wellesley, MA
10/23/2020

Blast Data
Represents the maximum lbs allowed vs. the closest structure

Scale Distance

20

Actual Distance

53 ft

Max Charge Weight/Delay
Actual vs Allowed Calculations
Maximum Hole Depth

7.02 lbs
8 ft
2.5 ft

Stemming Between Decks
Stemming at top

5 ft

Diameter of hole/product

2 in

Density

1.26 g/cc

Lbs/ft

1.72 lbs/ft

Max Allowed Feet of Powder/Delay

3.00 ft

Decks Required?

No

Actual # of Stemming Decks

0.0

Actual Total ft. of Product

3.00 ft

Actual Total lb's of Product/Hole

5.15 lbs

Actual Feet of Product/Deck

3.00 ft

Actual Lbs/Deck

5.15 lbs

Powder Factor

1.08

Yardage per hole

4.77 cu. yd's

Sq. ft per hole

16.09 sq. ft

Square Pattern

4.01 ft

Burden

4.0 ft

Spacing

4.0 ft
Production Blast Vibration Analysis
Estimated PPV's (inches/sec) at closest structures using different "K" factors
Holes or Decks/Delay Factor

1.00

Max lbs/delay

5.15

Max ft/delay
Closest Strucutreh
Scale Distance

K Value

130.00

K Value

160.00

K Value

242.00

Est. PPV

1.03

Est. PPV

1.56

3.00
53.00
23.36

Est. PPV

0.84
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Committee Scope: This Committee shall have primary
responsibility for documents on the manufacture,
transportation, storage, and use of explosives and
related materials. This Committee does not have
responsibility for documents on consumer and display
fireworks, model and high power rockets and motors,
and pyrotechnic special effects.
Origin and Development of ISEE Standards for
Blasting Seismographs
One of the goals of the ISEE Standards Committee
is to develop uniform and technically appropriate
standards for blasting seismographs. The intent is to
improve accuracy and consistency in vibration and air
overpressure measurements. Blasting seismograph
performance is affected by how the blasting
seismograph is built and how it is placed in the field.
In 1994, questions were raised about the accuracy,
reproducibility and defensibility of data from blasting
seismographs. To address this issue, the International
Society of Explosives Engineers (ISEE) established a
Seismograph Standards Subcommittee at its annual
conference held in February 1995. The committee was
comprised of seismograph manufacturers, researchers,
regulatory personnel and seismograph users.
In 1997, the Committee became the Blast Vibrations
and Seismograph Section. The initial standards were
drafted and approved by the Section in December
1999. Subsequently, the ISEE Board of Directors
approved two standards in the year 2000: 1) ISEE Field
Practice Guidelines for Blasting Seismographs; and 2)
Performance Specifications for Blasting Seismographs.
In 2002, the Society established the ISEE Standards
Committee. A review of the ISEE Field Practice
Guidelines and the Performance Specifications
for Blasting Seismographs fell within the scope of
the Committee. Work began on a review of the
Field Practice Guidelines in January 2006 and was
completed in February 2008 to produce the 2009
edition. A revision to the Performance Specifications
was started in 2009 and completed in 2011.
The ISEE Standards Committee takes on the role of
keeping the standards up to date every 5 years. This
document is the result of the latest effort by the ISEE
Standards Committee to keep the standards up to date
with current field techniques and technology.
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Disclaimer: These field practice recommendations are intended to serve
as general guidelines and cannot describe all types of field conditions.
It is important that the operator evaluate these conditions and obtain
good coupling between the monitoring instrument and the surface to be
monitored. In all cases, the operator is responsible for documenting the
field conditions and setup procedures in the permanent record for
each blast.
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PREFACE

Blasting seismographs are used to establish compliance
with Federal, state and local regulations and evaluate
explosive performance. Laws and regulations have
been established to prevent damage to property and
injury to people. The disposition of the rules is strongly
dependent on the accuracy of ground vibration and air
overpressure data. In terms of explosive performance
the same holds true. One goal of the ISEE Standards
Committee is to ensure consistent recording of ground
vibrations and air overpressure between all blasting
seismographs.
ISEE Field Practice Guidelines
for Blasting Seismographs
2015 Edition

P

ART I. GENERAL GUIDELINES
Blasting seismographs are deployed in the field to
record the levels of blast-induced ground vibration
and air overpressure. Accuracy of the recordings
is essential. These guidelines define the user’s
responsibilities when deploying blasting seismographs
in the field and assume that the blasting seismographs
conform to the ISEE “Performance Specifications for
Blasting Seismographs” [3].
1. Read the instruction manual and be familiar with
the operation of the instrument. Every seismograph
comes with an instruction manual. Users are
responsible for reading the appropriate sections and
understanding the proper operation of the
instrument before monitoring a blast.
4 | ISEE Field Practice Guidelines for Blasting Seismographs

2. Seismograph calibration. Annual calibration of the
seismograph is recommended.
3. Keep proper blasting seismograph records. A
user’s log should note: the user’s name, date, time,
place and other pertinent data.
4. Document the location of the seismograph. This
includes the name of the structure and where the
seismograph was placed on the property relative to
the structure. Any person should be able to locate
and identify the exact monitoring location at a
future date.
5. Know and record the distance to the blast. The
horizontal distance from the seismograph to the
blast should be known to at least two significant
digits. For example, a blast within 1000 meters or
feet would be measured to the nearest tens of
meters or feet respectively and a blast within 10,000
meters or feet would be measured to the nearest
hundreds of feet or meters respectively. Where
elevation changes exceed 2.5 horizontal:1 vertical,
slant distances or true distance should be used.
6. Record the blast. When seismographs are
deployed in the field, the time spent deploying the
unit justifies recording an event. As practical, set the
trigger levels low enough to record each blast.
7. Record the full time history waveform. Summary
or single peak value recording options available on
many seismographs should not be used for

monitoring blast generated vibrations. Operating
modes that report peak velocities over a specified
time interval are not recommended when recording
blast induced vibrations.
8. Set the sampling rate. The blasting seismograph
should be programmed to record the entire blast
event in enough detail to accurately reproduce the
vibration trace. In general the sample rate should be
at least 1000 samples per second.
9. Know the data processing time of the
seismograph. Some units take up to 5 minutes to
process and print data. If another blast occurs
within this time the second blast may be missed.
10. Know the memory or record capacity of the
seismograph. Enough memory must be available to
store the event. The full waveform should be saved
for future reference in either digital or analog form.
11. Know the nature of the report that is required.
For example, provide a hard copy in the field; keep
digital data as a permanent record or both. If an
event is to be printed in the field, a printer with
paper is needed.
12. Allow ample time for proper setup of the
seismograph. Many errors occur when seismographs
are hurriedly set up. Generally, more than 15
minutes for set up should be allowed from the time
the user arrives at the monitoring location until
the blast.

13. Know the temperature. Seismographs
have varying manufacturer specified operating
temperatures.
14. Secure cables. Suspended or freely moving
cables from the wind or other extraneous sources
can produce false triggers due to microphonics.

P

ART II. GROUND VIBRATION MONITORING
Placement and coupling of the vibration sensor are the
two most important factors to ensure accurate ground
vibration recordings.
A. Sensor Placement
The sensor should be placed on or in the ground
on the side of the structure towards the blast. A
structure can be a house, pipeline, telephone pole, etc.
Measurements on driveways, walkways, and slabs are
to be avoided where possible.
1. Location relative to the structure. Sensor
placement should ensure that the data obtained
adequately represents the ground-borne vibration
levels received at the structure. The sensor should
be placed within 3.05 meters (10 feet) of the
structure or less than 10% of the distance from the
blast, whichever is less.
2. Soil density evaluation. The soil should be
undisturbed or compacted fill. Loose fill material,
unconsolidated soils, flower-bed mulch or other
ISEE Field Practice Guidelines for Blasting Seismographs| 5

unusual mediums may have an adverse influence on
the recording accuracy.
3. The sensor must be nearly level.
4. Typical practice is to point the longitudinal/radial
channel towards the blast site. However, other
sensor orientations are allowed.
a. For blast-by-blast sensor deployment, the
longitudinal/radial channel should be pointed
towards the closest blast hole. Records should
indicate if this condition is met.
b. For multiple-blast sensor deployment, the
azimuth (0-360 degrees, +/- 5 degrees) of the
longitudinal/radial channel relative to true north
should be recorded.

5. Where access to a structure and/or property is
not available, the sensor should be placed closer to
the blast in undisturbed soil.
B. Sensor Coupling
If the acceleration exceeds 1.96 m/s2 (0.2 g),
decoupling of the sensor may occur. Depending on
the anticipated acceleration levels spiking, burial, or
sandbagging of the geophone to the ground may be
appropriate.
1. If the acceleration is expected to be:
a. Less than 1.96 m/s2 (0.2 g), no burial or
attachment is necessary.
b. Between 1.96 m/s2 (0.2 g), and 9.81 m/s2
(1.0 g), burial or attachment is preferred. Spiking
may be acceptable.
c. Greater than 9.81 m/s2 (1.0 g) , burial or firm
attachment is required [7].

The following table exemplifies the particle velocities and frequencies where accelerations
are 1.96 m/s2 (0.2 g) and 9.81 m/s2 (1.0 g).

Frequency, Hz

4

10

15

Particle Velocity
mm/s (in/s) at
1.96 m/s2 (0.2 g)

78.0
(3.07)

31.2
(1.23)

20.8
(0.82)

15.6
12.5 10.4
(0.61) (0.49) (0.41)

7.8
(0.31)

6.2
3.1
(0.25) (0.12)

1.6
(0.06)

Particle Velocity
mm/s (in/s) at
9.81 m/s2 (1.0 g)

390
(15.4)

156
(6.14)

104
(4.10)

78.0
62.4 52.0
(3.07) (2.46) (2.05)

39.0
(1.54)

31.2
15.6
(1.23) (0.61)

7.8
(0.31)
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2. Burial or attachment methods.
a. The preferred burial method is excavating a hole
that is no less than three times the height of the
sensor [1], spiking the sensor to the bottom of the
hole, and firmly compacting soil around and over
the sensor.
b. Attachment to bedrock is achieved by bolting,
clamping or adhering the sensor to the
rock surface.
c. The sensor may be attached to the foundation
of the structure if it is located within +/- 0.305
meters (1-foot) of ground level [5]. This should
only be used if burial, spiking or sandbagging is
not practical.
3. Other sensor placement methods.
a. Shallow burial is anything less than described
at 2a above.
b. Spiking entails removing the sod, with minimal
disturbance of the soil and firmly pressing the
sensor with the attached spike(s) into the ground.
c. Sand bagging requires removing the sod with
minimal disturbance to the soil and placing the
sensor on the bare spot with a sand bag over top.
Sand bags should be large and loosely filled with
about 4.55 kilograms (10 pounds) of sand. When
placed over the sensor the sandbag profile should
be as low and wide as possible with a maximum
amount of firm contact with the ground.

d. A combination of both spiking and sandbagging
gives even greater assurance that good
coupling is obtained.
C. Programming Considerations
Site conditions dictate certain actions when
programming the seismograph.
1. Ground vibration trigger level. The trigger level
should be programmed low enough to trigger the
unit from blast vibrations and high enough to
minimize the occurrence of false events. The level
should be slightly above the expected background
vibrations for the area. A good starting level is
1.3mm/s (0.05in/s).
2. Dynamic range and resolution. If the seismograph
is not equipped with an auto-range function, the
user should estimate the expected vibration level
and set the appropriate range. The resolution of the
printed waveform should allow verification of
whether or not the event was a blast.
3. Recording duration. Set the record time for 2
seconds longer than the blast duration plus 1 second
for each 335 meters (1100 feet) from the blast.
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P

ART III. AIR OVERPRESSURE MONITORING
Placement of the microphone relative to the structure
is the most important factor.
A. Microphone Placement
The microphone should be placed along the side of the
structure, nearest the blast.
1. The microphone should be mounted near the
geophone with the manufacturer’s wind
screen attached.
2. The microphone may be placed at any height
above the ground [2].
3. If practical, the microphone should not be
shielded from the blast by nearby buildings, vehicles
or other large barriers. If such shielding cannot
be avoided, the horizontal distance between the
microphone and shielding object should be greater
than the height of the shielding object above
the microphone.
4. If placed too close to a structure, the air
overpressure may reflect from the house surface
and record higher amplitudes. Structure response
noise may also be recorded. Reflection can be
minimized by placing the microphone near a corner
of the structure. [6].
5. The orientation of the microphone is not critical
for air overpressure frequencies below
1,000 Hz [6].
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6. The microphone element must be kept dry to
help maintain proper calibration and minimize the
potential for corrosion. A common practice is
to place a windscreen (typically provided by the
manufacturer) on the microphone and cover it
loosely with a thin plastic bag, or “rain shield.”
Other methods can be used to protect the
microphone from moisture; however, the pressure
around the microphone sensing element must be
able to change in relation to the pressure change
caused by the blast overpressure.
a. When using a plastic bag as a rain shield, the
bag should be tied loosely around the
microphone, allowing some exchange of air
between the inside and outside of the shield.
Completely sealing a rain shield could result in
the following:
i. Condensation – water accumulates inside the
shield. A small hole in the bottom of the shield
can help mitigate this issue.
ii. Static Pressure – over time pressure could
build in the shield.
iii. Rain Triggers – rain drops striking a tightly
sealed shield will cause pressure pulses that
could trigger the seismograph.
b. It is acceptable to keep microphones inside
security boxes or other protective covers as long
as the pressure change in the enclosure reflects
the pressure change outside of the protective
cover in the surrounding environment.

B. Programming Considerations
Site conditions dictate certain actions when
programming the seismograph to
record air overpressure.
1. Trigger Level – When only an air overpressure
measurement is desired, the trigger level should
be low enough to trigger the unit from the air
overpressure and high enough to minimize the
occurrence of false events. The level should be
slightly above the expected background noise for the
area. A good starting level is 20 Pa
(0.20 millibars or 120 dB).

2. Recording Duration – When only recording air
overpressure, set the recording time for at least 2
seconds more than the blast duration. When
ground vibrations and air overpressure
measurements are desired on the same record,
follow the guidelines for ground vibration
programming (Part II C.3).
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Dynamat Sup er He avy Du ty Blastin g M ats
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Custom-made
Our equipment lets us produce custom-made blasting mats to your specifications in sizes ranges from 4 x 4 ft. (1.20 x
1.20m)

to 16 x 30 ft. (4.88 x 9.14 m). Only Dynamat can offer you blasting mats this big. Another Dynamat advantage!

Our blasting mats

BLASTING MATS
Number that fit into a 53-ft. trailer
Dimensions

Weight
Canada ON/QC

USA

8 ft. X 16 ft. (2.43m x 4.87m)

4 736 lbs. (2 148 kg.)

18

9

10 ft. X 15 ft. (3.00m x 4.50m)

5 550 lbs. (2 517 kg.)

15

8

12 ft. X 24 ft. (3.65m x 7.30m)

10 650 lbs. (4 830.7 kg.)

8

4

BLASTEX®
Small & Large Diameter
Cast Booster Sensitive Emulsion

Product Description
BLASTEX is a booster sensitive, water resistant, packaged emulsion explosive
designed to satisfy a majority of medium diameter explosive applications for quarry
and construction blasting. It is a cost effective alternative to most detonator sensitive,
water resistant, packaged emulsion explosives. BLASTEX is available in two grades
with increasing energy level for each.
Application Recommendations
• Package diameter and type affect product density. Use cartridge count to determine
actual explosive charge weight.
• Ensure continuous column loading. For column lengths in excess of 6 m (20 ft) or
whenever column separation is suspected, multiple priming is recommended.
• Emulsion explosives are susceptible to “dynamic shock” and may detonate at low
order or fail completely when applied in very wet conditions, where explosive charges
or decks are closely spaced and/or where geological conditions promote this effect.
Consult your Dyno Nobel representative for alternate product recommendations
when these conditions exist.
• ALWAYS use a cast booster as a primer for BLASTEX to ensure maximum 		
performance.
• ALWAYS use a 340 g (12 oz) or larger cast booster at internal product temperatures
higher than -18º C (0º F). At internal product temperatures below -18º C (0º F) and
higher than -34º C (-30º F) use a 454 g (16 oz) or larger cast booster.
• NEVER use BLASTEX at internal product temperatures below -34º C (-30º F). At
internal product temperatures below -34º C (-30º F), adequate product warm-up
time must be allowed after loading into boreholes and before initiation.
• Use with detonating cord is not recommended.

P-10-08-18-15

See Product Disclaimer on page 2

Technical
Information
Properties

SDS
#1063

		
BLASTEX
BLASTEX PLUS
Density (g/cc) Avg			 1.26				
1.26
a
Energy (cal/g)			
740 				
800
(cal/cc)			 930				
1,010
Relative Weight Strengtha		 0.84 				
0.91
a,b
Relative Bulk Strength
1.29				
1.40
c
Velocity (m/s)
5,000 				
4,900
(ft/s)
16,400				
16,100
Detonation Pressurec (Kbars)
79 					
76
a
Gas Volume (moles/kg)
44 					
39
d
Fume Class
IME1 & NRCan
IME1
Shelf Life Maximum
1 year (from date of production)
Maximum Water Depth			
45 m (150 ft)
Water Resistance
Excellent
a

All Dyno Nobel Inc. energy and gas volume values are calculated using PRODET™ the
computer code developed by Dyno Nobel Inc. for its exclusive use. Other computer
codes may give different values.
b
ANFO = 1.00 @ 0.82 g/cc			
c
Unconfined @ 75 mm (3 in) diameter
d
Approved by Natural Resources Canada as Fume Class 1 in:
		
*valeron chub 50 mm (2 in) diameter and greater
		
*shot bag 125 mm (5 in) diameter and greater

Hazardous Shipping Description
Explosive, Blasting, Type E, 1.5D, UN 0332 II

BLASTEX®

Technical
Information

Transportation, Storage and Handling
• BLASTEX and BLASTEX PLUS must be transported, stored, handled and used in
conformity with all applicable federal, state, provincial and local laws and regulations.
• Packaged emulsions have a shelf life of one (1) year when stored at temperatures
between -18º C and 38º C (0º F and 100º F). Explosive inventory should be rotated.
Avoid using new materials before the old. For recommended good practices in
transporting, storing, handling and using this product, see the booklet “Prevention of
Accidents in the Use of Explosive Materials” packed inside each case ad the Safety
Library Publications of the Institute of Makers of Explosives.

Packaging Details
• Package diameter and type affect product density. Use cartridge count to
determine actual explosive charge weight.
• All weights are approximate.
• BLASTEX and BLASTEX PLUS are available in a wide variety of sizes.
Custom sizes are subject to surcharge and may require longer than usual lead
times.
• Check with your Dyno Nobel representative should you have any questions.

Packaging—Chub

Packaging—Shot Bag

Diameter x Length
Blastex
mm

in

Blastex
Case
Plus
Quantity

Case Weight

Net Explosive
Weight / Chub

kg

lbs

kg

lbs

50 x 400

2

x 16

<

<

18

18.0

40

1.00

2.20

57 x 400

2¼ x 16

<

<

14

17.7

39

1.26

2.78

65 x 400

2½ x 16

<

<

12

18.1

40

1.51

3.33

70 x 400

2¾ x 16

<

<

9

17.3

38

1.92

4.23

75 x 400

3

x 16

<

<

8

18.2

40

2.27

5.00

89 x 400

3½ x 16

<

<

6

16.7

37

2.77

6.11

Case Dimensions
44 x 35 x 20 cm

Bag Diameter

Bag Weight

mm

in

kg

lbs

Tote Bag
Quantity

125

5

11.3

25

40

Tote Bag Dimensions
84 x 84 x 94 cm

33 x 33 x 37 in

17.25 x 13.875 x 7.875 in

Product Disclaimer Dyno Nobel Inc. and its subsidiaries disclaim any warranties with respect to this product, the safety or suitability thereof, or the results to be obtained, whether express or
implied, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND/OR OTHER WARRANTY. Buyers and users
assume all risk, responsibility and liability whatsoever from any and all injuries (including death), losses, or damages to persons or property arising from the use of this product. Under no circumstances
shall Dyno Nobel Inc. or any of its subsidiaries be liable for special, consequential or incidental damages or for anticipated loss of profits.

Dyno Nobel Inc.
2795 East Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 500, Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 USA
Phone 800-732-7534
Fax 801-328-6452
Web www.dynonobel.com

NONEL EZ DET CPZ 1.4B
®

®

Nonelectric Blast Initiation System
Perchlorate Free

Technical
Information

Properties

MSDS
#1122

Net Explosive Content per 100 units
		

Product Description
NONEL® nonelectric delay detonator EZ DET® 1.4B units consist of a length of orange
shock tube with a surface detonator attached to one end and a Standard (#8) in-hole
detonator on the other. The surface detonator is inside a color-coded plastic EZ™
Connector block to facilitate easy connections to shock tube leads. This block can
hold up to 6 shock tube leads. Easy-to-read, color-coded delay tags display the delay
number and nominal firing time prominently.

Nominal Time
(msec)

Delay Code

Connector Block Color

17/350

DBZ

Yellow

25/350

ABZ

Red

25/375

AEZ

Red

NONEL EZ DET units can be easily connected to one another to satisfy basic blast
design requirements in construction, mining, and quarry operations. They can also be
used in combination with NONEL MS, NONEL EZTL™ and/or NONEL TD detonators
to satisfy complex blast design requirements and minimize inventory of initiation
system components.
Application Recommendations
For detailed application recommendations, ALWAYS request a copy of Dyno Nobel’s
Product Manual: NONEL® and PRIMACORD® from your Dyno Nobel representative.
•A
 LWAYS select a NONEL EZ DET unit having more than enough tubing length to
extend from the planned primer location in the borehole to the collar of the next hole.

I-33M-08-28-12
See Product Disclaimer on page 2.

0.0810 kg
0.1782 lbs

Hazardous Shipping Description
Detonator assemblies nonelectric,
		
1.4B, UN 0361 PG II

NONEL EZ DET CPZ 1.4B
®

®

Application Recommendations (continued)
•A
 LWAYS protect the plastic EZ Connector block and all shock tube leads from impact
or damage during the loading and stemming operations. Use care when placing
blasting mats and cover material on top of the blasting circuit. The EZ Connector
block contains a detonator and is subject to detonation caused by abuse such as
impact. Shock tube which has been cut, ruptured or damaged may cause misfires.
•A
 LWAYS be sure that the shock tube(s) are securely inserted, one at a time, into the
EZ Connector block. The head of the EZ Connector block should rise to accept the
shock tube and return to a closed position with an audible click.
•A
 LWAYS ensure that individual shock tubes remain aligned side by side in the
connector channel and do not cross one over the another on insertion.
•N
 EVER use NONEL EZ DET units with detonating cord. The low strength surface
detonator will not initiate detonating cord and may cause misfires.
•N
 EVER attempt to disassemble the delay detonator from the plastic EZ Connector
block or use the detonator without the connector.
•N
 EVER place more than 6 shock tube leads into the plastic EZ Connector block.
Misfires may result.
•N
 EVER pull, stretch, kink or put tension on shock tube such that the tube could
break.
•N
 EVER splice NONEL EZ DET shock tube together to extend between holes.
•N
 EVER connect NONEL EZ DET units together until all holes have been primed,
loaded and stemmed and the blast site has been cleared.
Transportation, Storage and Handling
• NONEL EZ DET must be transported, stored, handled and used in conformity with
all federal, state, provincial and local laws and regulations.
• For maximum shelf life (3 years), NONEL EZ DET must be stored in a cool, dry,
well ventilated magazine. Explosive inventory should be rotated. Avoid using new
materials before the old. For recommended good practices in transporting, storing,
handling and using this product, see the booklet “Prevention of Accidents in the Use
of Explosive Materials” packed inside each case and the Safety Library Publications
of the Institute of Makers of Explosives

Technical
Information

Packaging
Length
Product Code

Case Type

Quantity per
Case

16

DX---616

D*

60

7

24

DX---623

D*

60

m

ft

4.5
9

30

DX---629

D*

40

12

40

DX---641

D*

30

18

60

DX---660

DC

50

24

80

DX---680

DC

40

30

100

DX---6M0

DC

30

* Always shipped with 2 cases strapped together. Case dimension width will double.
• Length rounded to nearest one-half meter.
• Case weight varies by length & delay; see case label for exact weight.
• Replace “---” in Product Code with delay desired.

Case Dimensions
Detpak Case (DC)
Detpak (D)
		

48 x 45 x 26 cm 18¾ x 17¾ x 10¼ in
44 x 22 x 25 cm 17 ½ x 8 ¾ x 10 in

Product Disclaimer Dyno Nobel Inc. and its subsidiaries disclaim any warranties with respect to this product, the safety or suitability thereof, or the results to be obtained, whether express or
implied, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND/OR OTHER WARRANTY. Buyers and users
assume all risk, responsibility and liability whatsoever from any and all injuries (including death), losses, or damages to persons or property arising from the use of this product. Under no circumstances
shall Dyno Nobel Inc. or any of its subsidiaries be liable for special, consequential or incidental damages or for anticipated loss of profits.

Dyno Nobel Inc.
2795 East Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 500, Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 USA
Phone 800-732-7534
Fax 801-328-6452
Web www.dynonobel.com

NONEL EZTL™ CPZ
®

Nonelectric Trunkline Delay Detonators
Perchlorate Free

Technical
Information
Properties

MSDS
#1122

Net Explosive Content per 100 units
		

Delay Time
(msec)

Delay Code

Connector Block Color

17

17Z

Yellow

25

25Z

Red

33

33Z

Green

Product Description
NONEL® nonelectric delay detonator EZTL™ units consist of a length of yellow shock
tube, with a surface detonator attached to one end and the other end sealed. The
detonator is housed in a plastic EZ Connector block which facilitates easy connection
to shock tube. A white J-hook is affixed near the sealed end. Easy-to-read, colorcoded delay tags display the delay number and nominal firing time prominently.
EZTL detonators are designed for use with NONEL MS and EZ DET® units to provide
effective and accurate surface timing between blastholes and/or rows of blastholes in
surface and underground blasting designs.
Application Recommendations
For detailed application recommendations, ALWAYS request a copy of Dyno Nobel’s
Product Manual: NONEL® and PRIMACORD® from your Dyno Nobel representative.
•A
 LWAYS be sure that the shock tube(s) are securely inserted, one at a time, into the
plastic EZ connector. The head of the connector block should rise to accept the tube,
and return to a closed position with an audible click.
•A
 LWAYS ensure that the individual shock tubes remain aligned side by side in the
EZ connector channel and do not cross over one another during insertion.
•A
 LWAYS protect the plastic EZ connector and all shock tube leads from impact or

I-29M-12-10-12
See Product Disclaimer on page 2.

0.0240 kg
0.0529 lbs

Hazardous Shipping Description
Detonator assemblies nonelectric,
		
1.4B, UN 0361 PG II

NONEL EZTL™ CPZ
®

Application Recommendations (continued)
damage. Use care when placing blasting mats and cover material on top of the
blasting circuit. The EZ connector contains a detonator and is subject to detonation
caused by abuse such as impact. Shock tube which has been cut, ruptured or
damaged may cause misfires.
• NEVER use NONEL EZTL detonators with detonating cord. The low strength surface
detonator will not initiate detonating cord.
• NEVER attempt to disassemble the delay detonator from the EZ connector block or
use the detonator without the connector.
• NEVER place more than 6 shock tube leads into an EZ connector block. Misfires
may result.
• NEVER tie-in NONEL EZTL units until all holes have been primed, loaded, stemmed
and the blast site has been cleared.
Transportation, Storage and Handling
• NONEL EZTL must be transported, stored, handled and used in conformity with all
federal, state, provincial and local laws and regulations.
• For maximum shelf life (3 years), NONEL EZTL must be stored in a cool, dry, well
ventilated magazine. Explosive inventory should be rotated. Avoid using new
materials before the old. For recommended good practices in transporting, storing,
handling and using this product, see the booklet “Prevention of Accidents in the Use
of Explosive Materials” packed inside each case and the Safety Library Publications
of the Institute of Makers of Explosives.

Technical
Information
Packaging
Length
m

Quantity per
ft

Product Code

Case Type

Case*

Inner
Carton

3.5

12

DY---812ME

D

90

30

6

20

DY---820ME

D

60

20

9

30

DY---830ME

D

45

15

12

40

DY---840ME

D

30

10

* Always shipped with 2 cases strapped together. Case dimension width will double.
• Length rounded to nearest one-half meter.
• Case weight varies by length & delay; see case label for exact weight.
• Replace “---” in Product Code with delay desired.

Case Dimensions
Detpak (D)

44 x 22 x 25 cm 17½ x 8¾ x 10 in

Product Disclaimer Dyno Nobel Inc. and its subsidiaries disclaim any warranties with respect to this product, the safety or suitability thereof, or the results to be obtained, whether express or
implied, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND/OR OTHER WARRANTY. Buyers and users
assume all risk, responsibility and liability whatsoever from any and all injuries (including death), losses, or damages to persons or property arising from the use of this product. Under no circumstances
shall Dyno Nobel Inc. or any of its subsidiaries be liable for special, consequential or incidental damages or for anticipated loss of profits.

Dyno Nobel Inc.
2795 East Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 500, Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 USA
Phone 800-732-7534
Fax 801-328-6452
Web www.dynonobel.com

®

NONEL Lead Line
Nonelectric Shock Tube

Technical
Information
MSDS
#1124

Properties
Net Explosive Content per 100 units

Length
m

ft

762

2500

0.0044 kg
0.0097 lbs

Spools / Case
2

• Length rounded to nearest one-half meter.
• See case label for exact case weight.

Product Description
NONEL LEAD LINE is NONEL shock tube spooled at the factory in 763 meter (2,500
foot) lengths for easy application and deployment. NONEL LEAD LINE shock tube is
a small diameter, three-layer plastic tube coated on the innermost wall with a reactive
explosive compound. When initiated, NONEL shock tube propagates a low energy
signal, similar to a dust explosion, at approximately 2000 m/sec (6,500 ft/sec) along
the tube’s length with minimal disturbance to the outside of the tube. The signal is
transmitted from one NONEL shock tube to another through field-assembled splices.
NONEL LEAD LINE provides maximum flexibility to the blaster in choosing a position
of safety from which to initiate nonelectric blast rounds in either underground or
surface applications. NONEL LEAD LINE is the only NONEL product that can be cut
and spliced into a NONEL detonator product to construct a custom length nonelectric
starter assembly.
Application Recommendations
• ALWAYS splice NONEL LEAD LINE to NONEL EZTL™ nonelectric trunkline delay
detonators, NONEL EZ DET® nonelectric blast initiation system, NONEL TD or
NONEL Starter detonators to make-up the nonelectric starter assembly when using

I-28-05-02-11
See Product Disclaimer on page 2.

Hazardous Shipping Description
Articles, Explosives, N.O.S. (HMX, Aluminum),
1.4S, UN 0349, PG II

®

NONEL Lead Line
Application Recommendations (continued)
NONEL LEAD LINE as the primary initiator for NONEL blast rounds.
• ALWAYS trim at least 3 m [10 ft] of tubing before inserting into a nonelectric shock
tube starting device or whenever dirt and/or moisture may have compromised the
open tube ends before making a splice connection.
• ALWAYS replace the plastic tube closure over the open end of any NONEL LEAD
LINE that remains on the spool and is intended to be used to make up another
nonelectric starter assembly.
• ALWAYS make the final hook-up of the nonelectric starter assembly to the blast
round only after all equipment and non-essential personnel are clear of the blast
area.
• ALWAYS unspool NONEL LEAD LINE by hand if the starter assembly has been
spliced to it and is attached to the blast round.
• ALWAYS keep any NONEL LEAD LINE tube ends sealed and free from dirt and
moisture since dirt or moisture in the shock tube may cause a misfire.
• NEVER use NONEL LEAD LINE for in-hole use. NONEL LEAD LINE is for use
outside the borehole only.
• NEVER attempt to knot different lengths of shock tube together. Shock tube will not
initiate itself through knot connections. It must be spliced.
• NEVER remove the plastic tube closure from the NONEL LEAD LINE shock tube
until just before splicing.
• NEVER attach the starter assembly to the blast round until after the LEAD LINE
deployment is complete whenever NONEL LEAD LINE is to be unspooled by any
method other than by hand,

Technical
Information
Application Recommendations (continued)
• NEVER run over NONEL LEAD LINE with equipment. This may damage the shock
tube and may cause a misfire. ALWAYS replace the NONEL LEAD LINE if it is
damaged.
• When making a nonelectric starter assembly using NONEL LEAD LINE, ALWAYS
remove the plastic tube closure and save for later use. Splice two freshly-cut ends
of NONEL shock tube together (one from the NONEL LEAD LINE and the other from
the NONEL detonator) by inserting them into opposite ends of the plastic connector
sleeve and pushing them toward one another until they are both at least ½ cm (¼
in) in the splice.
Transportation, Storage and Handling
• NONEL LEAD LINE must be transported, stored, handled and used in conformity
with all federal, state, provincial and local laws and regulations.
• For maximum shelf life (3 years), NONEL LEAD LINE must be stored in a cool, dry,
well ventilated magazine. Explosive inventory should be rotated. Avoid using new
materials before the old. For recommended good practices in transporting, storing,
handling and using this product, see the booklet “Prevention of Accidents in the Use
of Explosive Materials” packed inside each case and the Safety Library Publications
of the Institute of Makers of Explosives.

Case Dimensions
51 x 25 x 28 cm 20 x 9 ⅞ x 10 ⅞ in

Product Disclaimer

Dyno Nobel Inc. and its subsidiaries disclaim any warranties with respect to this product, the safety or suitability thereof, or the results to be obtained, whether express or
implied, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND/OR OTHER WARRANTY. Buyers and users
assume all risk, responsibility and liability whatsoever from any and all injuries (including death), losses, or damages to persons or property arising from the use of this product. Under no circumstances
shall Dyno Nobel Inc. or any of its subsidiaries be liable for special, consequential or incidental damages or for anticipated loss of profits.

Dyno Nobel Inc.
2795 East Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 500, Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 USA
Phone 800-732-7534
Fax 801-328-6452
Web www.dynonobel.com

TROJAN SPARTAN®
Cast Booster

Technical
Information
Properties
Density

(g/cc) Avg

1.65

Velocity

(m/sec)
(ft/s)

7,550

Detonation Pressure (Kbars)
Water Resistance
Shelf Life Maximum
Maximum Usage Temperature
Product Description
TROJAN SPARTAN cast boosters are detonator sensitive, high density, high energy
molecular explosives avaliable in various sizes designed to optimize initiation of all
booster sensitive explosives. All TROJAN SPARTAN boosters are manufactured
with an internal through-tunnel and detonator well for easy application with either
electric, electronic or nonelectric detonators or 10.6 g/m (50 gr/ft) minimum strength
detonating cord.

C-07-11-10-14
See Product Disclaimer on page 2.

24,800
235
6 months with no loss of sensitivity
5 years (from date of production)
66°C (150°F)

All Dyno Nobel Inc. energy and gas volume values except Velocity and Detonation Pressure
are calculated using PRODET™ the computer code developed by Dyno Nobel Inc. for its
exclusive use. Other computer codes may give different values.
Velocity and Detonation Pressure are the result of empirical methods during May 2009.

TROJAN SPARTAN boosters are formulated from the highest quality PETN and other
high explosive materials ensuring reliability, consistency and durability in all blasting
environments. The fluorescent green container and clear printing makes the TROJAN
SPARTAN booster more visible on the blast site (as well as in low light situations) and
reduces the possibility of misplaced charges. The redesigned Caplock™ holds the
detonator in place more securely and makes it more difficult for the detonator to be
pulled out of the capwell position while it is being lowered into the borehole.
Application Recommendations
• N
 EVER force the detonator into the through-tunnel, the detonator-well or otherwise
attempt to clear these areas if obstructed. If the through-tunnel or detonator-well
does not accommodate the detonator, do not use the booster. Notify your Dyno
Nobel representative.

MSDS
#1108

Hazardous Shipping Description
UN 0042 Boosters, 1.1D PG II

TROJAN® SPARTAN®

Technical
Information

Application Recommendations (continued)
• A
 LWAYS use detonating cord with a coreload of 10.6 g/m (50 gr/ft) or higher when
initiating the TROJAN SPARTAN booster with detonating cord.
• M
 inimum detonator is No. 8 strength for temperatures above -40º C (-40º F). A high
strength detonator is recommended for temperatures below -40º C (-40º F).
• E
 xtremely low temperatures do not affect the performance of cast boosters with
commercial detonators. Low temperatures do affect detonators and detonating
cord. Be certain your initiation system is suitable for your application in extremely
low temperatures. Cast boosters are more susceptible to breakage during handling
in extremely cold temperatures.

Packaging

Transportation, Storage and Handling
• D
 yno Nobel cast boosters must be transported, stored, handled and used in
conformity with all federal, state, provincial and local laws and regulations.
• F
 or maximum shelf life (5 years), Dyno Nobel cast boosters must be stored in a
cool, dry, well ventilated magazine. Explosive inventory should be rotated. Avoid
using new materials before the old.

Unit Weight

g

oz

90*
150

Unit Dimensions
Length

Diameter

Case
Quantity

Gross Weight/
Case
kg

lbs

150

14.0

30.8

1.4

95

16.7

36.7

4.1

1.6

72

16.5

36.4

5.0

2.0

49

17.9

39.5

4.7

5.5

2.2

40

17.6

38.8

11.9

4.7

5.8

2.3

36

17.8

39.2

12.9

5.1

7.9

3.1

18

17.8

39.2

cm

in

cm

in

3.2

11.9

4.7

2.7

1.1

5.5

11.9

4.7

3.6

200

7

11.7

4.6

350

12

11.9

4.7

400

14

11.9

450

16

900*

32

* The Caplock feature is not available on these boosters because the shells are made
of cardboard instead of plastic.

Note: All weights and dimensions are approximate.

Case Dimensions
42 x 33 x 14 cm 		

16 ½ x 13 x 5 ½ in

Product Disclaimer Dyno Nobel Inc. and its subsidiaries disclaim any warranties with respect to this product, the safety or suitability thereof, or the results to be obtained, whether express or
implied, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND/OR OTHER WARRANTY. Buyers and users
assume all risk, responsibility and liability whatsoever from any and all injuries (including death), losses, or damages to persons or property arising from the use of this product. Under no circumstances
shall Dyno Nobel Inc. or any of its subsidiaries be liable for special, consequential or incidental damages or for anticipated loss of profits.

Dyno Nobel Inc.
2795 East Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 500, Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 USA
Phone 800-732-7534
Fax 801-328-6452
Web www.dynonobel.com

